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1 Introduction
Performance is one of the greatest challenges for development in High Performance
Computing, but optimizing communication and computation can be a complex process
– unless tools are available to assist the developer.
OPT, the Optimization and Profiling Tool, is a tool for improving the performance of
MPI applications. It allows the developer to find the costs of communication and
computation in a parallel job over several processors and over several jobs. This
information is used to target optimization efforts onto areas of code which have the
greatest impact on actual execution time.
OPT is a Service Oriented Application (SOA) that uses the web-service protocol SOAP
to allow profiling users to access OPT data remotely and securely with a minimal
amount of communication bandwidth. OPT's graphical interface uses remote (or local)
OPT servers to launch applications, store performance data and analyze user
applications.
In this white paper we walk through a typical optimization session with OPT. This tour
shows how data is displayed from a number of complementary perspectives – a
chronological timeline, integrated summary charts and callgraphs to present the
cumulative view – which combine to help the user target optimization efforts.

1.1 Gathering The Data
The first steps are to compile and run the user's application – in this example we use
the LU benchmark code. The only parameters that may be varied in the problem are
the number of processors, and each processor count is handled by a separate
executable. We add the extra compilation options for OPT to the makefile in the LU
subdirectory at the point where the target is linked, on most platforms these are
simply:
-L${OPT_ROOTDIR}/opt/lib -lopt

to use the standard MPICH that was compiled when OPT was installed.
[allinea-opt@fender ~]$ make LU CLASS=W NPROCS=2
[allinea-opt@fender ~]$ make LU CLASS=W NPROCS=4
[allinea-opt@fender ~]$ make LU CLASS=W NPROCS=8
[allinea-opt@fender ~]$

We then launch OPT.
Initially we profile the behaviour of 2 processors. After connecting to the OPT server,
click on <New> to create a new job inside the GUI. The name of the executable, and
the appropriate settings for the installed MPI are completed.
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Note the MPICH settings for running the job entirely on the nodes of the cluster,
rather than the site of the server (-nolocal) and the machinefile specification. The
machinefile may be optional for your installation.
We click <Update> and return to the session control dialog.
Click <Launch> to start the job, you will be prompted for password and ssh passphrase.
Note that this password is your system password for the machine hosting the OPT
servers – it may be different from the password you use to authenticate yourself to the
OPT server when starting OPT. If you are using an 'ssh' based MPI implementation
you should also complete your passphrase.
The job display will change to “starting”, through “running”, and onto “logging data”
before finally displaying “completed”.

1.2 The Timeline
Once “completed” is displayed, we can see that the LU benchmark produces a large
number of communications – this is the “logged functions” count displayed in the job
details.
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Select the job and click <View>; the timeline is displayed. The program is a repetitive
code, and we will need to zoom-in in order to see communications; we select a small
region: from 10.3 to 10.4 seconds.
It is also possible to actually limit OPT to only collect data for a portion of user code,
this can reduce both the amount of profiling data generated and time to write profiling
data to disk. Provided that a section of time is representative of the overall program,
such a reduction is valid. Many iterative codes seen in high performance computing
are in this category.

Within this small period of time, most communications complete quickly, but some – as
shown by the longer boxes – are taking much longer. We can investigate each of these
communications by clicking on the the communication. For example, by clicking on
the large brown communication in process 1, its details are then displayed:

We see that the communication is an MPI_Wait function call, and can see the full stack
of the process at this point.
There are a number of other points in the timeline that can be similarly inspected; the
large green boxes corresponding to MPI_Recv, or the slightly smaller MPI_Send calls.
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1.3 The Callgraph
Instead of focussing at the individual function call level, it is worth examining the
callgraph at this point – because although we have seen some particular slow function
calls, we do not know the cumulative effect of the individually smaller communications
that were in the shown time region.

We select “communication time” as the metric to display. The callgraph shows, by the
“red” highlighting of nodes having selected, that exchange_1 is more costly than the
exchange_3 that we considered earlier when we could not see the complete cumulative
picture. Further, it is clear that MPI_Recv is more harmful to performance than the
corresponding MPI_Send – indicating that the balance between workloads is not
perfect, the receiving processes are waiting for the sender to arrive.
This “diagnosis” is further confirmed if we select the “bytes in” and “bytes out”,
simultaneously and display these in the callgraph.
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We now see that although the previous chart identified the time consumed in MPI was
large during the MPI_Recv, this chart shows that the actual number of bytes received
is smaller than the better performing MPI_Irecv. This is indicative of the MPI_Recv
calls being suboptimal and consuming time by waiting.

1.4 Summarizing Performance with Charts
The charts in OPT are useful for displaying overall information about program
performance, or performance within a particular period of time. The most informative
view is often had by selecting the bar charts and displaying a combined
communication and computation normalized view:
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We see that almost 20% of our raw computation time is lost due to communication.
This chart shows that the actual breakdown, for the presently selected time region, of
computation versus communication is also equal on both processors. This would at
first glance appear to contradict the imbalance conclusion we previously made, but
seasoned developers will quickly realize that this means that both processors end up
waiting for each other at some points during the code. Therefore it is not overall a
lack of balance between processors, but it is unbalanced during individual iterations of
communication.

1.5 Seeing The Trend
Having considered the performance of the individual two processor version of LU, as a
simple example, it is worthwhile viewing the performance as the number of processors
increases.
We select the 2, 4 and 8 processor variants, run the jobs and, when all have completed,
click <Compare>. In the job comparison mode, overall job performance is considered.
The charts can be used to display total values of metrics over the execution of the job.
Firstly we select the bar chart tool and select Communication and Computation time,
as a stacked, normalized graph:
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We can also view the figures in terms of total CPU time used – the run time multiplied
by the number of MPI processes, to see how the job is scaling:
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From the chart there are obvious scalability problems with this task – the more CPUs
that we use, the greater the communication time; the leap from 4 to 8 processors
represented an increase in communication time of more than a factor of 2. The
computation time also increased, but by a less considerable margin.
We finally look briefly at the performance on 8 processors, and see whether the
conclusions made earlier remain valid. As before, we consider the timeline between
10.3 and 10.4 seconds:

The picture is now considerably more communication-bound than the previous two
process example. Communication boxes are wider, and consuming more of the time
period than previously.
Investigating further into the source of the problem – using the callgraph – we
discover the picture is similar to our previous graph:
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Again, exchange_1 is the bottleneck – and it is the time consumed during the
MPI_Recv that is the most problematic. In particular, of the two functions which call
exchange_1, “buts” appears to be the most costly.

1.6 Conclusions
Explaining the performance of an MPI program is not a trivial task, and each of the
features of OPT adds extra insight to form a conclusion about the most appropriate
location on which to focus optimization. We concluded that there was a bottleneck,
and that the most appropriate point to investigate was the performance of exchange_1,
where MPI_Recv, the blocking receive call was most used and most costly. OPT
highlighted a section of code that would not have been discovered by ordinary tracing
tools.
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